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How to Use This Book
Fifth Grade Spelling Word Lists & Activities offers fun, flexible ways for parents
and teachers to present new words, and for students to learn them.
What? No Printer?
That’s right! You do not need a printer to use this eBook. You may use one if you
like, but it’s not necessary. But you will need:






Parent/teacher pages for the use of the adult in charge
Student pages for the student to view on a laptop, tablet, or computer.
Paper and pencil for the student to use
A folder or binder in which students can keep their pages
Colored pencils (optional) for a few student activities

This book has several unique features that you should learn about NOW before
you begin the first unit.

SAMPLE

Topical Units
This book contains 12 sets of 20 fifth grade spelling words,
chosen around a general theme. Each unit can easily fill a week of
instructional time, depending on how many activities you choose
to use.

There is no point in a child writing and rewriting spelling
words s/he already knows! On the other hand, if a student
knows how to spell a word, it’s best if s/he also knows how to use that word. To
that end, I’ve included a variety of simple activities to help students learn the
spellings and meanings of words. The parent/teacher should decide in
advance which activities the student(s) will complete in each unit.
Students who need lots of practice may complete many of the activities; students
who are already able to spell the words may instead complete only the word play
and creative writing prompts. The units are easy to differentiate.
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Use your own best method for evaluating spelling progress. You may want to
begin each unit with a pretest over some or all of the words. At the end of the
week, you may want to follow up with a written quiz of all 20 of the words, or
some dictation sentences. That is entirely up to you!
Notice that last activity in each unit is called “Study.” I’ve instructed students to
practice words that are still difficult for them in a variety of ways.
By the time students have worked through several of the previous activities,
they’ve already practiced the words many times.
Answers & Aids
There is valuable content in this section of the book that you won’t want to miss.
First, I’ve supplied two easier words and two more challenging words for
each topical unit. To help spellers working at slower pace, you can replace two of
the hardest words on the list of 20 words with the two easier words.
For more advanced spellers, you may replace two of the easiest words on the list
with the two advanced words I’ve supplied. Or, you may use the difficult words as
Bonus Words at the end of the unit.

SAMPLE

Secondly, for each unit I’ve supplied you with answers to many of the exercises
for that unit. Sometimes there are clearly correct answers, and I supply those.
Other times, students’ answers will vary. You’ll be able to judge if answers are
appropriate.
Next, I have included 8 dictation sentences for
each unit of spelling words. These sentences
use many, but not all, of the words in the unit.
Here are a few ways in which you may choose to
use these dictation sentences:
 Use the dictation sentences midweek in
each unit to check on students’ progress in learning the current spelling
words. Review words from previous lists are sometimes used.
 Use the dictation sentences anytime as a listening activity.
Between any learning activities, read a sentence or two as a
five-minute filler activity. Check students’ listening, spelling and writing
skills.
 Check on longer retention of spelling words. For example, after completing
Unit 5, go back and read a few dictation sentences for Units 1-4.
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These dictation sentences are meant to give you another exercise to build
learning skills. The way in which you use the sentences is up to you!
To use these sentences:
1. Suggest that students work with pencils, not pens or markers.
2. Read the entire sentence slowly and clearly.
3. Repeat the first portion of the sentence, giving your students time to write.
4. Add another few words and so on, until you have read the entire sentence.
5. Finally, read the entire sentence one or two more times so that students
can check their work.
Finally, on the Answers and Aids pages, I’ve included links to some helpful
resources for additional information and/or extension activities.
How to Use Mnemonic Devices
This page may be helpful to students who struggle with difficult words or those
who frequently misspell the same word.
Spelling Word Games
These games will work with almost any of the words in this book. They also
provide valuable spelling practice with other commonly used words in the English
language. Let your students have FUN playing these games! The more fun they
have, the more times they’ll play the games and the more spelling practice they’ll
receive. 

SAMPLE

Spelling Review
I suggest you take time to review the most difficult spelling words in this eBook
after every 4 to 6 units, depending on the needs of your students. You can review
these words using the dictation sentences and games I’ve provided, or by using
other methods of your choice.
THANK YOU for purchasing this Excelling in Spelling eBook. Look for
additional titles on my website at www.spelling-words-well.com.
Questions?
Contact me at spelling.words.well@gmail.com.
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What Do You Do?
Unit 4: Occupations
1.

plumber

2.

author

3.

firefighter

4.

actor

5.

cashier

6.

supervisor

7.

surgeon

8.

accountant

9.

librarian

10. scientist

SAMPLE

11. physician
12. geologist

13. electrician
14. educator
15. machinist
16. biologist
17. mechanic
18. astronomer
19. business owner
20. veterinarian

Getting Started

A. Copy. Write this list of words on your
paper. Leave room to add notes.
B. Learn. Circle any words that are new to
you. Look up the meanings of these words
in a dictionary.
C. Think. Underline three occupations you
would be interested in learning more
about, or possibly doing when you are
older. Discuss these with a family
member. What would you enjoy about
these jobs? What challenges might you
face?
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Sentences
The words on this list are nouns, adjectives or both. Choose one word and use it in a
sentence as a noun. Choose a different word and use it as an adjective. Choose a third
word, and write TWO sentences for it, using it first as a noun, and then as an adjective.

Word Meaning
Write the correct word for each definition.
1. a place used for the care of sick or injured people
2. a word on a road sign to warn drivers that a road is dangerous when wet
3. very nervous
4. lasting or serving for a short time only; not permanent
5. a state of great unhappiness
6. extremely windy
7. done by someone’s own choice

Writing Prompts
Write your response to at least one of these prompts. Use as many spelling words as
possible.

SAMPLE

A. You are in charge of designing scenery for your school’s play.
You must paint celery on the scenery. Write a one-paragraph
summary of the play. Write a second paragraph describing your
scenery.

B. Your dog is so contrary, he won’t even eat! You don’t want him
to be in misery, so you take him to the pet infirmary. Tell what
happens next in two paragraphs.
C. You and your siblings invented new machinery. It looks
ordinary, but it does something unusual. Describe your machinery
and what it does in two paragraphs.
Study
Write each word on a 3” x 5” card. Mix the cards and hand them to a friend or family
member. Ask the person to quiz you on every word. Set aside the words you missed.
Later sort the words you missed according to their word endings. Study the words on
your own. Then ask your friend to quiz you on all the words again.
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Gigantic Words
Unit 10: Synonyms for Gigantic
1.

jumbo

2.

whopping

3.

mighty

4.

towering

5.

mammoth

6.

massive

7.

immense

8.

boundless

9.

extensive

SAMPLE
Getting Started

10. measureless
11. excessive

A. Copy. Write this list of words on
your paper. Leave room to add notes.

12. enormous

B. Learn. Circle any words that are
new to you. Underline your three
favorite synonyms for gigantic. Look
up the pronunciations of those words
in a dictionary.

13. tremendous
14. stupendous
15. colossal
16. monumental
17. humongous

C. Deconstruct. Find five words that
are formed by adding a suffix to a
base word. Write them this way:
base word + suffix = spelling word

18. gargantuan
19. prodigious
20. ginormous
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Spelling Patterns
1. List all the words that contain a double consonant.
2. List all the words that end in ous.
Circle the word that is spelled with an i before the ous.
3. Now write all the remaining words from the list that do not appear on either list above.
Underline the ones that are the most challenging for you. Circle the trickiest letters.

Word Play
Supply the missing consonants. Write the completed words on your paper.
1. __ a __ __ o __ __

2. __ o __ e __ i __ __

3. __ u __ o __ __ o u __

4. e __ __ e __ __ i __ e

5. __ o __ o __ __ a __

6. __ a __ __ a __ __ u a __

Writing Prompts with picture

SAMPLE

Write a one- or two-paragraph response to at least one of these prompts. Use as many
spelling words as possible.
A. You just received a massive amount of mail in your family’s
mailbox, addressed to you. Who sent you all of this mail? Why?
What will you do with it?
B. As you walk to school, you see a humongous shadow
behind you. What is making the shadow? What will you do?
C. Your teacher has just assigned a science project that
requires a tremendous amount of work. What’s your best plan
for completing it on time?

Study
Which words do you still need to study? Print each of them five times, using a different
color each time, for extra practice.
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Spelling Bingo!
Needed to play: Paper and pencil for each player
This is for a group of players, or for the whole class.
Object of the game: Score a “bingo” by having five
spaces filled with a combination of correctly spelled
words and FREE spaces in any direction: horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally.
Each player divides his/her paper into a 5 x 5 grid or bingo
card. S/he should number each square of the bingo card
from 1 to 25. Square #13 is the FREE square. (If you have a printer, you may print the
blank Bingo card on the next page.)
To play, the teacher or group leader calls out a spelling word.
Each player chooses any empty space on his/her bingo card in which to write the word,
taking care to spell the word correctly.
The teacher calls out another word, and so on.

SAMPLE

After every third word, the teacher calls out a number from 1 to 25 (excluding 13 for the
FREE space) and the word ERASE. In response, students must erase any word they
have written in the space with that number.
One time during the game, the teacher may also call out another number and the word
FREE. In response, the students all write the word FREE in a second space on their
cards. If they already have a word written there, they may either keep that word or
replace it with the word FREE.
When a student has filled five spaces in any direction (horizontally, vertically or
diagonally) s/he calls out, “Bingo!” The student reads the words on the bingo card that
form the line and spells them aloud. If all the spellings are correct, that player is the first
winner of the round.
Continue playing until two more students have won that round. Then, if time allows,
begin a new game with fresh bingo cards.
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Unit 4: What Do You Do?
Easier words to use: judge, dentist
Harder words to use: phlebotomist, zoologist
Word Meanings
1. physician, surgeon, veterinarian
2. Answers will vary. Possibilities include: plumber,
firefighter, surgeon, librarian, scientist, physician, electrician,
educator, mechanic, business owner, and others.
3. Answers will vary. Possibilities include: cashier, accountant, educator, biologist,
astronomer, business owner and others.

Spelling Patterns
ER: plumber, firefighter, cashier, astronomer, business owner
OR: author, actor, supervisor, educator,
IST: scientist, geologist, machinist, biologist,
IAN: librarian, physician, electrician, veterinarian
OTHER: surgeon, accountant, mechanic

Word Play

SAMPLE

1. AUTHOR/CASHIER
2. SURGEON/GEOLOGIST

Dictation Sentences

1. The librarian invited an author to read books to children at the library.
2. A good educator needs patience and wisdom.
3. Little Jeff wants to be a firefighter or an athlete when he grows up.
4. The family physician sometimes sends her patients to a surgeon.
5. The supervisor asked the cashier not to waste time talking.
6. An astronomer spends much time looking through a telescope.
7. A biologist might spend time looking through a microscope.
8. The actor played the part of a successful plumber.

Find more professions, games and lessons at
https://www.theproblemsite.com/alphabet-lists/professions
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Unit 10: Gigantic Words
Easier words to use: giant, vast
Harder words to use: interminable, herculean
Deconstruct
Possible answers include:
whop + ing = whopping
might + y = mighty
tower + ing = towering
bound + less = boundless measure + less = measureless
monument + al = monumental and many more

Spelling Patterns
1. whopping, mammoth, massive, immense, boundless, measureless, excessive,
colossal
2. enormous, tremendous, stupendous, humongous, prodigious, ginormous
3. jumbo, mighty, towering, extensive, monumental, gargantuan

Word Play
1. mammoth
4. excessive

SAMPLE
2. towering
5. colossal

3. humongous
6. gargantuan

Dictation Sentences

1. After I fell, I had a whopping big bruise on my arm!
2. The amount of water in the ocean is measureless.
3. Our physician has done extensive research on Covid-19.
4. My parents made a monumental decision about where we would live.
5. The mighty stream rushed down from the mountains.
6. The reporter sifts through stupendous amounts of news every day.
7. We ordered a jumbo serving of fries, of course!
8. The college received a prodigious grant to build a massive new library.

Use https://www.thesaurus.com to find synonyms on most common words.
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